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NEW BOOK INCREASES
YOUR SPIRITUALITY
According to U.S. Government statistics, less than one in four Americans—23%--attend
church on a regular basis. In a number of countries in Europe, the figure is even lower—
one-in-ten according to a World Values Study. Certainly there are several reasons for
this, including the lack of wars and political upheaval, but one reason has to be
considered—that people do not see any results from praying. But people do continue to
search for their own spirituality.
Now a simple book is changing the lives of those who have read it. Spiritual book
publisher Light Technology published THE GENTLE WAY: A Self-Help Guide For
Those Who Believe In Angels (154pp/Trade Paperback/Self-Help, Spiritual / ISBN 1891824-60-0). The book is now in its second printing as the benefits have spread by
word-of-mouth. In early 2010 Light Technology will publish THE GENTLE WAY II:
The Story Continues, which will contain many stories written by people from around the
world who have discovered how requesting Benevolent Outcomes in their lives connects
them with their own Guardian Angel, with immediate feedback to many of their requests.
The two books were written by an entertainment industry CEO, Tom T. Moore, who
discovered how requesting Benevolent Outcomes enriched both his business and personal
life 14 years ago. Since then, besides the two books, he has had articles published in
such international publications as Kindred Spirit (UK), LivingNow Magazine (Australia),
The Sedona Journal of Emergence! (USA), and the large internet website Beliefnet.com
with over seven million visitors a month. German publishing rights have recently been
licensed to Droemer Knaur. You can read more about the book at
www.Media.TheGentleWayBook.com.
Requesting Benevolent Outcomes for assistance of your Guardian Angel has additional
benefits that even Mr. Moore did not realize when he began requesting them for mundane
things like a parking space in front of a busy restaurant or store to important events in his
business and personal life. He discovered it makes you much more “aware” and puts you
on a path that seems to raise your own vibrational level. Just four years ago Mr. Moore
discovered that he could contact his own Guardian Angel during meditation and ask
questions. Two chapters in the new book will be devoted to these questions both he and
readers of his f.r.e.e weekly newsletter (worldwide) have asked.
Mr. Moore, who will already be in Europe attending an international TV market, will be
attending the Frankfurt Book Fair October 14-17 and will be exclusively representing the
foreign rights to his book for Light Technology. Please contact him and suggest two or
three convenient appointment times at TomTMoore6@aol.com.

